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With the Trackpad-Equipped Magic Keyboard, You 
Can Use an iPad Pro Like a Laptop

by JULIO OJEDA-ZAPATA
The iPad arguably came into its own as a laptop alternative in 2015 when Apple released its first-ever 

keyboard cover, the Smart Keyboard for the first-generation iPad Pro (see “iPad Pro with Smart 
Keyboard and Apple Pencil Announced,” 9 September 2015). That setup, with the iPad and the 
keyboard connecting physically rather than through often-flaky Bluetooth, instantly invited comparisons 
to other tablet-like computers such as Microsoft’s Surface PCs.

But the Smart Keyboard and its successor, the Smart Keyboard Folio, lacked a trackpad, meaning 
users still had to peck at the screen awkwardly for text editing and other operations better suited to 
pointing devices.

That changed last month with the release of iPadOS 13.4 (see “The iPad Gets Full Trackpad and 
Mouse Support,” 28 March 2020), which added support for trackpads and mice. In conjunction with 
the feature, Apple announced a third-generation keyboard cover with a built-in trackpad (see “Magic 
Keyboard for iPad Pro Arrives Early,” 15 April 2020).

Although it has little in common with its Bluetooth wireless namesake, the Magic Keyboard for use 
with 11- and 12.9-inch versions of the iPad Pro, is Apple’s slickest, most sophisticated keyboard cover to 
date. In addition to a trackpad, it has:
• A backlit keyboard with scissor-style keys similar to those on the 16-inch MacBook Pro and the 

just-updated MacBook Air
• A new floating-screen design with the iPad magnetically fused to an angle-adjustable backplate and 

suspended just above the keyboard
• A sturdy metal hinge with a tubular shape that incorporates a spare USB-C charging port at one end
• Generally solid construction that, on the down side, adds considerable weight and bulk
• Eye-watering prices of $299 for the 11-inch iPad Pro and $349 for 

the 12.9-inch models
This setup, though different in design and execution from a 

traditional notebook, comes closer than any past iPad keyboard cover to 
replicating a laptop’s comfort and ease of use. It had better, given that 
the aggregate cost of an iPad Pro and Magic Keyboard is greater than a 
new MacBook Air.

The Trackpad
For iPad keyboard covers and cases going forward, trackpads will be increasingly common, but it’s not 

a given that all trackpads will work equally reliably with iPadOS 13.4. In his review of the Brydge Pro+ 
keyboard case, Jason Snell of Six Colors summed it up with “The trackpad on the Pro+ isn’t remotely 
close to Apple’s trackpads in class.”

Apple, on the other hand, has mostly nailed the Magic Keyboard’s trackpad, which dependably 
replicates the gestures that worked so well for me with Apple’s external Magic Trackpad 2.

The Magic Keyboard trackpad’s only minor problem is its size. It’s much smaller than the Magic 
Trackpad 2, making it a bit awkward to execute certain gestures—such as pinching inward with all five 
fingers to open the App Switcher. It is doable, but it takes a bit of practice.
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SMMUG Info 2
SIG NEWS

The Saturday SMMUG Special Interest Group 
(SIG) will meet from 10:00 AM to 12:00 Noon, 
Saturday, April 11, 2020, via a ZOOM video 
conference. FYI: An email containing the the 
Meeting password will be sent to all members.

If you don’t know how to join a ZOOM meeting, 
go to the Zoom Meeting Info page on our 
SMMUG web site.

The meeting will be divided in to two parts. The 
First part starting at 10:00 will focus on Find My & 
Apple Maps. Starting at 11:00 it will focus on iOS, 
helping everyone become both comfortable and 
proficient with their iPhone, iPad, and iPod mobile 
devices. 

All are invited, but new users are especially 
encouraged to attend this meeting. Bring your tips 
and tricks, questions and suggestions. 

For more information about Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs), go to the SMMUG website: 
https://www.smmug.org.

Scan this QR code to be taken to our 
SMMUG web site

ADVERTISING
You can advertise your business or service 
through the Silicon Summit.

RATES 
Per inch   $10
Quarter page   $15 
Half page   $25 
Full page   $50 
Insert                  $15

A 10% discount is applied for ads that 
run two or more months, except for 

inserts.

Sponsor ing Membersh ips a re a l so 
available to merchants who want to see 
their business name and address listed on 
the front page. Sponsoring Memberships 
are $100 for one year.

MEETING DATES
 

Our regular monthly meetings are on the second 
Monday of every month. Upcoming meeting 
dates are as follows:

 
May 11  
June 8  
July 13  

August 10  
September 14  
October 12  
November 9  
December 14

                                                                              
MISSED AN ISSUE?

You can find the previous issues of the 
Silicon Summit posted in PDF format at 
the SMMUG website.

THIS MONTH AT SMMUG

June, 2020
6:00 Q&A Session
6:45 Networking Break
7:00 Music sources and devices by Mike, 
        Skip, Jim, Jeff
8:00 Adjourn

Future Meetings:
June: Home networking part 2 by Jim or 
Keynote by Mark Pimentel
July: Lightroom by Skip

Silicon Summit is a monthly 
publication of the Silicon 
Mountain Macintosh User Group, 
Inc. 

Newsletter Editor
L. Davenport

Web Masters
Jeff Jensen, Ralph Woodard

Apple Ambassador
Mark Griffith

© All material in this newsletter is 
Copyright 2020 by the Silicon 
Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. 
(SMMUG, Inc.).

Silicon Summit is an independent 
publication and has not been 
a u t h o r i z e d , s p o n s o r e d o r 
otherwise approved by Apple Inc. 
The Mac and Mac OS logo are 
trademarks of Apple Inc., used 
under license. Views and opinions 
expressed in Silicon Summit are 
those of the authors and not of 
SMMUG.

OFFICERS
President

Jim Johnson
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Vice President
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megriff@mac.com

Treasurer
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skip2@mac.com

Secretary
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Directors at Large
Jeff Jensen

jeffj@smmug.org 

Mike Marus
jmarus@me.com

Jean Marsh
jmarsh@smmug.org 

Sharon Romero
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Pam Wilson
pwilson@smmug.org

Ralph Woodard
rwoodard@smmug.org
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Announcements
Until further notice, all SIG and General meetings will be conducted via a ZOOM video conference
An email containing the the ZOOM password will be sent to all members a day or two before the meeting. The “Online Virtual Meetings - How-To” 
information can be found on SMMUG’s Meeting Info page. 

Special Meeting!!!
Next Wednesday May 13th,  Matt Kloskowski. will conduct a live webcast for the SMMUG members called: “How to Edit Your Photos 
Like a Pro in Lightroom and Photoshop”. It will start at 4:00 PM. This is earlier than our regular meeting time, so set a calendar reminder. 
The sign-up link is:  https://www.bigmarker.com/matt-k/How-to-Edit-Photos-Like-a-Pro-Schenectady-Photographic-Society. This 
is absolutely free.

Description: “You’ll learn some great techniques for editing your photos in Lightroom and when to jump over to Photoshop to help out. This will be a 
late beginner to early intermediate level presentation, but really… it's just about having some fun with your photos and improving your editing during 
this time indoors.” 

This will be recorded but you’ll need to sign up to get the recording (even if you can’t watch live you’ll still get it). You’ll be able to enter the webcast room 
about 15-20 minutes before the webcast starts.

Short Bio: Matt is a Tampa Bay based photography educator who’s day to day job is running his website, and creating courses and presets to help you 
with photography and photo editing. His YouTube channel can be found at: https://mattk.com/youtube.

April Door Prize winners:
PortraiPro Studio Max         Warren M.
Morph Age                           Skip M.
GetWall opener                   Mark P.

Door Prizes For The 
May Meeting:
Get Backup Pro
Prizmo Pro
GetBullets 
Amadine (FYI: this is being given 
out before its review is posted since its 
App store code (for the door prize) 
will expire before the next newsletter)

Club News

https://www.smmug.org/meeting-info
https://www.smmug.org/meeting-info
https://www.bigmarker.com/matt-k/How-to-Edit-Photos-Like-a-Pro-Schenectady-Photographic-Society
https://www.bigmarker.com/matt-k/How-to-Edit-Photos-Like-a-Pro-Schenectady-Photographic-Society
https://mattk.com/youtube
https://mattk.com/youtube
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Unlike the current MacBook trackpads and the Magic Trackpad 2, which have no physical 
button and provide haptic feedback when you click, the Magic Keyboard’s trackpad has a 
mechanical-clicking action. It feels just right, but it’s optional since you can use tap-to-click as 
you would on the Mac. Or, if you like, disable tap-to-click and stick with the physical clicks.

The Keyboard
The fabric-sheathed keyboards on Apple’s older iPad cases have their detractors, but I have 

happily pounded on those Chiclet-like keys over the years. At first, the revamped keyboard on 
the Magic Keyboard felt wrong to me.

After more than a week with the new keyboard, however, I’m starting to like it. The scissor 
keys have a bit more travel than the old ones and are easier on the fingertips. They jiggle a bit, 
but not enough to be annoying. They have a pleasing sound that doesn’t seem to be louder or 
quieter than the old one, just different—think soprano to the older keyboard’s baritone.

Backlighting is a major plus—that’s a feature I have longed for over the years as I worked in badly lit 
places. The lighting is adjustable, but tweaking it is a pain. There’s no physical button for it, so you have to 
navigate to Settings > General > Keyboard > Hardware Keyboard to find a brightness slider. This is a minor 
issue, but Apple could have skirted it with an easier-to-find Control Center slider.

Some have complained about the absence of a function-key row—but Apple’s older keyboard covers also 
lack one, and that’s never bothered me much. There’s simply no room for those keys. The lack of an 
Escape key seems to be a particular point of contention, which puzzles me a bit since it doesn’t play much 
of a role in iPadOS.

A Floating iPad
The Magic Keyboard is comparable to the Smart Keyboard Folio in its basic design. The tablet is 

sheathed front and back in a rubbery gray material. Some 
seem to dislike the material, but I appreciate that it’s protective and easy to wipe clean. When you 
open the keyboard case, the rear sheathing becomes a support, while three magnetic contacts on the 
iPad back align with pegs inside the case—an arrangement known as a Smart Connector—to 
render the keyboard operational.
  But the two designs diverge in how the iPad is held upright. 
The Smart Keyboard Folio has a pair of grooves in its keyboard 
base into which the iPad’s bottom edge fits snugly and securely 
to enable two viewing angles.

On the Magic Keyboard, the iPad’s bottom edge doesn’t touch anything. It’s suspended in the air as the iPad 
adheres magnetically to the case’s rear sheathing, which is thicker and stiffer to support the iPad’s weight. As a 
result, it can seem like it’s floating.

  The rear sheathing of the Magic Keyboard is creased, similar to that 
of the Smart Keyboard Folio. But, in this case, the crease enables incremental tilting so the iPad’s display 
can be viewed at a range of angles—from 90º to 130º. That’s fine, but I would have liked to be able to tilt 
the iPad backward a bit more.
  If you want to use the iPad on its own, give it a tug to separate it from its perch. With the Smart 
Keyboard Folio, you could fold the keyboard portion to the back and out of the way, but that isn’t 
possible with the Magic Keyboard.

A Metal Hinge
  Older Apple keyboard covers needed no dedicated hinges. The keypad 

portion attached like a flap and folded over the iPad screen when not in use. But the Magic Keyboard, because it has 
to do the hard work of holding the iPad aloft, needs beefier construction that includes a good hinge.

The Magic Keyboard’s hinge is a rugged metal tube with tension roughly comparable to that of a MacBook. It 
opens to the 90-degree position with a satisfying snap, and the creased sheathing then engages as you tilt the iPad 
backward to an optimal viewing angle.

Continued from page 1

Magic Keyboard next to a Magic Trackpad 2

https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/05/iPad-Magic-Keyboard-7.jpg
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https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/05/iPad-Magic-Keyboard-3.jpg
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/05/iPad-Magic-Keyboard-3.jpg
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The left-hand hinge tip incorporates a USB-C port. You can use it solely for charging the iPad—more slowly 

than the iPad’s own port—not to move data. This second port is handy, however, since it frees up the iPad Pro’s 
USB-C port for plugging in storage devices or connecting to displays without resorting to multi-port docks or 
dongles. It’s a relief to charge the iPad inconspicuously, too, with no cable awkwardly hanging off the side.

Comparing Covers
A week with the Magic Keyboard gave me a renewed appreciation for the Smart Keyboard Folio, which Apple 

continues to sell alongside the newer accessory. It’s now clear to me that the Magic Keyboard is not a 
replacement but a complement, with the two accessories fitting distinctly different roles.

The Smart Keyboard Folio will appeal to those who crave a lightweight, inconspicuous iPad keyboard cover 
that provides a high degree of mobility and intimacy, with its keyboard right up against the display and taking up 
no more space than necessary. Those covered keys are famously impervious to grit, grime, and spills, as well.

The bulkier, heavier Magic Keyboard seems to me as much a desktop dock and typing station as a mobile keyboard and screen protector. In fact, 
I sometimes felt disinclined to remove my Magic Keyboard review unit from my office desk, instead snapping the iPad off the accessory. Losing 
access to the trackpad was a minor sacrifice for when I read or watch video in bed, where a tablet is much easier to handle than a laptop.

In terms of laptop-style “lappability,” however, the Magic Keyboard and the Smart Keyboard Folio are comparable. The keyboard decks on both 
provide flat, smooth, sturdy bottoms 
that feel good on the lap, and make 
for comfortable, stable typing while 
sitting. The Magic Keyboard tips 
backward ever so slightly, but not 
enough to feel unstable, and its 
trackpad is a definite plus when it’s 
on my lap. Both keyboard setups 
are more lappable than the old 
Smart Keyboard, which lacks a stiff, 
sturdy bottom and therefore feels far 
more unstable. A regular laptop 
marginally wins the lappability 
contest because of its lower center of 
gravity, but the Magic Keyboard 
and the Smart Keyboard Folio are 
not far behind.

Cost is an issue, too. The Smart 
Keyboard Folio versions for the 
11-inch and 12.9-inch iPad Pro are 
$159 and $199, respectively. That’s 
$120 and $150 less than the 
corresponding models of the Magic 
Keyboard. That said, those on tight 
budgets probably aren’t buying a 
pricey iPad Pro over less expensive 
iPad models.

For people with the money to 
spare—and a strong desire for iPad 
Pro trackpad input at a desk, on the 
couch, and on the go—the Magic 
Keyboard is a welcome addition 
despite its bulk and weight. It is 
unquestionably Apple’s best iPad 
keyboard cover to date and comes 
the closest to replicating a laptop’s 
comfort and ease of use.

https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/05/iPad-Magic-Keyboard-8.jpg
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/05/iPad-Magic-Keyboard-8.jpg
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iOS, watchOS, & tvOS 
iOS Mail Exploits Serious but Unlikely to Affect Normal Users

by GLENN FLEISHMAN
The security firm ZecOps has announced that some of its customers were hit with a pair of previously undiscovered exploits for Mail in iOS 

that caused the app to crash, revealing a mechanism that could be used as part of a sequence of “zero-day” attacks. In iOS 13, the vulnerabilities can 
be exploited merely by receiving an email message; in iOS 12, the user would have to view a malicious email message (but not open an attachment or 
tap a link) to trigger an exploit. ZecOps said it found the vulnerabilities as far back as it tested, which was to iOS 6, and it tracked real-world attacks 
back to January 2018.

However, although Apple has confirmed the vulnerabilities in Mail, they can’t be used on their own to steal information or take over devices. Any 
real-world attack would require additional unknown, undisclosed, high-value exploits. ZecOps did not disclose the information necessary to 
determine if and how its customers’ devices were compromised. Our conclusion is that the risk to average iPhone users is very low, especially with 
Apple already testing a fix in the latest beta version of iOS.

The two vulnerabilities are quite simple in nature. Mail fails to handle messages correctly when they use large amounts of memory. A very large 
attachment can cause the problem, as can a properly crafted message using Rich Text Format (RTF), multi-part attachments, or other 
not-yet-disclosed methods that force iOS to churn through memory. ZecOps believes attackers can delete messages after deploying them.

Apple said it has patched the flaws in the current iOS 13.4.5 beta and the next production release of iOS 13. It also affects iPadOS 13. Look for a 
release soon. (And no, we don’t know why it’s 13.4.5 instead of 13.4.2, as would seem logical.)

The vast majority of users don’t need to make any changes in their behavior, because the exploits have to be paired with other code to carry out 
malicious activities, like data exfiltration. Since a payload that can break out of Mail and perform other actions is required, the exploits are useful only 
to government actors or major criminal rings. 
Attacks would have to be extremely targeted. 
ZecOps listed a variety of suspected targets it had 
identified, which included people who work at an 
American Fortune 500 company, a European 
journalist, and a Japanese cellular carrier executive.

ZecOps has not yet released enough 
information on the attacks it observed in the wild 
to allow other security researchers to validate the 
company’s claim. The company said it would 
release proofs of concept to demonstrate how the 
exploits worked in practice.

ZecOps said it disclosed the vulnerabilities 
before the typical 90-day window had passed after 
reporting to a vendor because it believes these 
exploits pose an imminent threat. The firm said it 
had seen the exploits used in the wild, and that 
Apple’s release of a 13.4.5 beta with the fixes could 
provide enough information for bad actors to 
exploit the flaws before they were patched in a 
production release.

These exploits merely crack open the shell of 
iOS to allow other code to operate. By themselves, 
they don’t allow execution of arbitrary code. 
However, zero-day exploits of all operating systems 
are in constant circulation among criminals, 
government security agencies, and murky-hat individuals who discover and sell them.

Screen captures of what a failed version of the exploit looks like.

https://blog.zecops.com/vulnerabilities/unassisted-ios-attacks-via-mobilemail-maild-in-the-wild/
https://blog.zecops.com/vulnerabilities/unassisted-ios-attacks-via-mobilemail-maild-in-the-wild/
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Stop Getting Finder Windows in Tabs
by ADAM ENGST 

When Apple introduced support for tabbed Finder windows in OS X 10.9 Mavericks back in 2013, I enabled the feature on my 13-inch 
MacBook Air to see how it worked. It seemed like it might be a useful way to deal with the MacBook Air’s small screen size, given that I’m 
accustomed to working on a pair of large screens (currently a 27-inch Retina iMac with a 27-inch Thunderbolt Display, although back then it was 
probably a Mac Pro with a pair of 24-inch Dell monitors).

Much as I like tabs in Web browsers, however, tabbed Finder windows just irritate me. (That’s just me—if you like them, more power to you.) 
I’m happy to work in a single window in the Finder most of the time, and if I need to move or copy something, I prefer to use multiple windows so I 
can see the source and destination at the same time. Whenever I double-clicked a drive or Command-double-clicked a folder to get a new Finder 
window but instead had it open as a tab in the existing window, I’d curse quietly and drag it out to a new window.

You’re undoubtedly thinking, “And he put up with this for nearly seven years?” Embarrassing, I know. That’s mostly because I don’t use the 
MacBook Air that often—it’s mostly a travel machine—and when I do, I don’t spend much time manipulating files in the Finder. So realistically, 
while the tabbed windows annoyed me, they did so only a few times per year.

In my defense, I quickly disabled the “Open folders in tabs instead of new windows” 
checkbox in Finder > Preferences that would seem to control tabbed windows. Alas, it made no 
difference. Had this been my everyday Mac, I would have dealt with it sooner, but as it was, I 
never got around to figuring it out.

Until now. The SSD in my 27-inch iMac died last week (an ordeal documented in “Six 
Lessons Learned from Dealing with an iMac’s Dead SSD,” 27 April 2020). While I waited 
for an external SSD to arrive, I used the MacBook Air in Target Disk Mode to boot the iMac 
so I could work on my big screens. The tabbed Finder windows drove me batty within the first 
day, so I started trying to figure out how to disable that feature for good.

The solution turned out to be surprising, at least to me. Apparently, at some point in the 
distant past when tabbed windows were considered new and shiny, I had also enabled a feature 

i n S y s t e m 
Preferences > 
D o c k t h a t 
preferred tabs to new windows when opening documents. It’s unclear 
why this setting lives in the Dock preferences, and I can’t imagine why 
a folder in the Finder would be treated like a document, but there it is.
The “Prefer tabs when opening new documents” pop-up menu was set 
to Always on my system, and changing it either to In Full Screen Only 
or Manually resolved the problem with Finder windows opening in 
tabs.
There you have it. I don’t know how many people may have ended up 
in this situation, but if you’re suffering with tabbed Finder windows, 
tweak those two settings and you’ll once again be working in windows 
instead of tabs.

Hey Fourteen: When Numbers Get Siri-ous
by ADAM ENGST

Periodically, Google Analytics sends me a report with various statistics related to traffic on the TidBITS Web site. Seldom does it reveal anything 
interesting, but the last one I got showed that we had been receiving hits for some seemingly odd searches about Siri, all revolving around what 
happens when you say the number 14 to Siri. Google was sending people to our site because of Scholle McFarland’s article, “14 Siri Tricks You 
Can Use Right Now” (7 March 2019), but that article wasn’t going to answer their questions.

  Curious as to why anyone would be reciting numbers at Siri, I invoked Siri on my iPhone and said, “14.” You can imagine my surprise when I 
was presented with an emergency call screen and a 3-second countdown. I tapped Cancel quickly, not knowing what would actually happen. (I 

Macs & macOS

https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/Tabs-Finder-preferences.png
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/Tabs-Finder-preferences.png
https://tidbits.com/2020/04/27/six-lessons-learned-from-dealing-with-an-imacs-dead-ssd/
https://tidbits.com/2020/04/27/six-lessons-learned-from-dealing-with-an-imacs-dead-ssd/
https://tidbits.com/2020/04/27/six-lessons-learned-from-dealing-with-an-imacs-dead-ssd/
https://tidbits.com/2020/04/27/six-lessons-learned-from-dealing-with-an-imacs-dead-ssd/
https://support.apple.com/guide/mac-help/open-folders-finder-tabs-windows-mac-mchlp1032/mac
https://support.apple.com/guide/mac-help/open-folders-finder-tabs-windows-mac-mchlp1032/mac
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/Tabs-Dock-preferences.png
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/Tabs-Dock-preferences.png
https://tidbits.com/2019/03/07/15-siri-tricks-you-can-use-right-now/
https://tidbits.com/2019/03/07/15-siri-tricks-you-can-use-right-now/
https://tidbits.com/2019/03/07/15-siri-tricks-you-can-use-right-now/
https://tidbits.com/2019/03/07/15-siri-tricks-you-can-use-right-now/
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subsequently confirmed that Siri would have called 911 here in the United 
States and presumably whatever your primary emergency number is wherever 
you live.)

  A little research showed that Siri recognizes 14, along with at least 
15, 17, and 18, as emergency numbers in some countries, but it 
doesn’t require you to be in those countries. Needless to say, I had to 
try them all. 14 usually called emergency services immediately, and 
15 did once, but most of the time, 15, 17, and 18 showed a less 

stressful interface that didn’t call automatically.

What about other one- and two-digit numbers? I tried them all—well, into the twenties, anyway, with some higher spot checks. Siri’s responses 
varied a little. With numbers under 14, Siri mostly played dumb, although several times it interpreted my number as a desire to create a calendar 
event. (Numbers skipped below used the same set of responses.)

Siri was the most unsure about 16, never interpreting it as an emergency number. Just hope you don’t need to report a fire in Pakistan! But it is 
nice to learn, in case you weren’t clear on the concept, that 16 is an even, non-prime integer.

https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/14-15-17-18-emergency-numbers.jpg
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/14-15-17-18-emergency-numbers.jpg
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/numbers-under-14-Siri.jpg
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/numbers-under-14-Siri.jpg
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/14-emergency-call.jpg
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/14-emergency-call.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_emergency_telephone_numbers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_emergency_telephone_numbers
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/14-15-17-18-emergency-numbers.jpg
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/14-15-17-18-emergency-numbers.jpg
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/numbers-under-14-Siri.jpg
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/numbers-under-14-Siri.jpg
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Similarly, 19 was never recognized as an emergency number even though Wikipedia claims it calls ambulances in Djibouti and police in 
Morocco. Interestingly, once I got over 20, the response about not being able to call an MMI or USSD number became consistent.

What are those? It turns out that USSD stands for Unstructured Supplementary Service Data and is a communications protocol used by 
GSM-based cell phones to talk to the carrier’s computers. It’s commonly used to check the available balance on prepaid GSM phones. MMI 
generically stands for Man-Machine Interface, and MMI numbers appear to be the codes you would enter to, for instance, forward your calls to 
another phone number. They’re hardcoded into every device.

As to why Google searches asking about Siri and the number 14 have suddenly started hitting our site, I couldn’t say—the emergency calling 
feature isn’t new. But it was a fun excuse to learn more about Siri, emergency numbers around the world, and geeky telecommunications protocols.

https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/16-oddities.jpg
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/16-oddities.jpg
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/19-and-up-Siri.jpg
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/19-and-up-Siri.jpg
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/16-oddities.jpg
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/16-oddities.jpg
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/19-and-up-Siri.jpg
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/19-and-up-Siri.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unstructured_Supplementary_Service_Data
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unstructured_Supplementary_Service_Data
https://berlin.ccc.de/~tobias/mmi-ussd-ss-codes-explained.html
https://berlin.ccc.de/~tobias/mmi-ussd-ss-codes-explained.html
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Reviews
Exposure X5

by L. Davenport

Exposure is a photo editor that was designed for hobbyist and pro photographers who want to create artistic images from their photos. Exposure 
isn’t a simplistic one-trick pony program. It is a full featured program that has many options and presets that you can use to adjust the look of your 

photos. Exposure comes as a standalone program and as a Lightroom or 
Photoshop plug-in.

The interface
The Exposure window (Figure 1) is divided into several parts. The left 

side contains panels for the Navigator, Histogram, Folders, History, and 
Presets (pre-made photo adjustments). At the center is the photo 
viewing area which can toggle between a single image or the Grid view 
(thumbnails of all the photos in a folder or collection - Figure 5). Below 
that is the the Filmstrip (which lets you scroll through the photos in the 
current folder or collection). To the right top are the Intensity, Opacity, 
Layer and crop tools. Below that are all of the Parameters that you can 
use to manually adjust the look of your photo and the Metadata pane.

Presets
There are over 500 presets to choose from. The presets are grouped 

Figure 2. Split screen view Preset: Calotype, Sepia, Scratches & 
Vignette

Figure 1. This is the Exposure X5 interface.

https://exposure.software/exposure/presets/
https://exposure.software/exposure/presets/
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into different categories so you can easily find the right look. These presets are film emulations that span the 
entire history of film photography, in addition to utility presets and modern looks. You’ll find color and 
black and white films, focus effects, faded films, lo-fi looks, and more. Each preset can be fully customized 
using the parameter sliders in Exposure’s editing panels.

A few of the presets are: Vintage look, Black & White, Subtle modern portrait films, Saturation boost for 
landscapes, Faded looks for a hazy dreamy effect, cross processing, daguerreotype, lo-fi, bokeh, B & W and 
colored infrared, autochrome, color fading, and hundreds more looks..

Once you have chosen a preset, you can make some refinements using the parameter sliders on the 
editing panels.

Previews
There are several ways that you can preview what your image would look like with a particular preset:

• Click on one of the presets to add it to your photo.
• When you select/open a photo, little thumbnail representations of your photo show up in the Presets list. 

For example, I opened a photo of a lady standing in a field. Immediately thumbnails of her photo 
showed up in the presets list with each preset applied to it (Figure 4). Thumbnails are small and it is hard 
to see the full effect. So you can move your cursor over each small thumbnail and the large preview image (in the center of the Exposure window) 
updates so you can see the effect at full size. This is a quick way to find the preset that has the effect that you are looking for.

•  Go into the Audition mode which lets you see your photo with up to six different Presets added to them. This way you can see at a glance which 
one you like best (Figure 3). BTW: Any adjustments to the parameters will be applied to all of the Audition photos.
BTW: You can also use the (horizontal or vertical) Split screen option to compare the before and after photo (Figure 2).

Nondestructive Editing 
Exposure is a non-destructive editor so you don’t have to worry about ruining your original photo.
No saving needs to be done. All of the changes for a given photo is saved in a very small “Sidecar” document (which is saved in the same folder as 

the original). This tripped me up at first when I wanted to move from one edited photo to another. I was looking for the save menu item, but it 
wasn’t there. So I clicked on another photo and started working on it. I was curious, so I went back to the first photo and all of the changes were still 
there. All of your changes become permanent only when you export a photo.

Figure 3. You are given the option to enter the “Audition” mode which lets you see your photo with 
up to six different Presets added to them. This way you can see at a glance which one you like best. 
BTW: In this example, I wanted to show you some of the different presets. In reality you would 
probably use it to see subtle differences like the thumbnail presets shown in Figure 4

Figure 4 These are just a few of the 
500 presets that you can apply to 
your photos.
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Tools
Exposure has a “Spot Heal” tool and a “Brush” tool. These can be used to quickly retouch your photos. There are Transform tools that adjust the 

vertical and horizontal keystoning plus there are rotation, scale, aspect, and offset tools that you can use to correct a photo’s perspective. You can 
adjust shadows, highlights, and contrast or watermark photos when exporting or printing. There is a wide 
variety of Overlays which lets you add all sorts of light effects (Figure 6) and Textures to your photos.  

There are too many tools for me to cover in this review. I suggests you go to Exposure’s “Features” web 
page to see a more comprehensive list.

Organizing your photos
• Bookmarks: Exposure has a Catalog free workflow. This means it works off of your Finder folders. 

Exposure has a Bookmark feature that lets you add any folder to Exposure’s Folder panel. Example: Bring a 
photo into Exposure and a Bookmark of the hard drive and folder(s) that it resides in, shows up in 
Exposure’s “Folders” section to the left of the main window (upper left corner of Figures 1 & 5).  Clicking 
on this “Bookmark” instantly shows you all of the photos that are contained in the folder, hard drive, etc.

• Collections: Collections in Exposure are virtual folders that you can use to sort your photos according to 
any criteria that you set. You can add an image to as many collections as you want since you aren’t 
duplicating photos. So you won’t be filling up your hard drive with multiple copies. The result is a fast and 
flexible way of organizing your images for different purposes.

You can create as many collections as you want plus you can add sub-collections to a collection. For 
example: you can create a Travel collection and then create sub-collections for each country or town that 
you traveled to, etc.

You can even create Smart Collections that will automatically sort your photos using keywords, ratings, 
and colors.

Figure 6. The Overlays panel lets 
you add all sorts of light effects 
and Textures to your photos.

Figure 5. The Exposure view can be changed from single view to Grid view. This lets you scan through your folders to find your desired 
image. You can also add stars, flags, and colored boxes to you photos to be used for sorting purposes. This sorting information is added 
to the photo’s Metadata (shown to the bottom right of the screenshot).

https://exposure.software/exposure/features/
https://exposure.software/exposure/features/
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Once you have created your collections, you can use cloud storage to sync your 

collections across multiple computers or share them with others.
BTW: There is an option to migrate a Lightroom Library into Exposure. Exposure 

can retain your keywords, flags and color labels, copyright, caption and naming 
metadata along with some of your basic adjustments, like cropping and rotating. You 
can find more details about exactly which information is migrated on the Exposure 
website.

LUTs
FYI: A LUT is a file that changes the colors in your image to simulate different 

looks used in films, etc. LUTs are freely available on the Internet and from other 
photo and video apps, making it easy to choose from a variety of styles.

Exposure can read LUT files that use the .cube format. The free LUTs that are 
posted on the Internet often use this format.

External Editors:
Exposure was designed to modify an existing photo. It was not designed as an art 

program where you can add lines, circles, make other changes. If you need this 
capability, you need to use another art program. That’s were Exposure’s External 
Editor option comes in very handy. Without leaving Exposure, you can send your 
photo to another art program, do your modifying, etc. and send it right back. -- Sweet!

I tested this by first adding Photoshop, Acorn, and Pixelmator to Exposure’s 
External Editor list in the preferences (Figure 7). Then I sent a photo to my Acorn 
program, drew a squiggly line, saved it and quit Acorn. Sure enough, the squiggly line 
showed up in the original photo within Exposure. I repeated this step with Photoshop 
and Pixelmator and had the same results both times (Figure 8).

Importing from a card
There are three steps to importing from a card. Each step is numbered in the “Copy Photos From 

Card” window:
• Select a source: When you insert a camera card, the “Copy Photos from Card” window opens and the 

card is selected.
• Review Images:  All of the card’s photos appear and are checked. All you have to do is uncheck the 

ones that you don’t want copied to your computer.
• Select Destination and Options: When you have culled your photos, you next need to specify the 

destination and whether to Generate Subfolders” for the photos to be grouped in. You can tell it to 
group them in to folders by the Date or Time they were created” 

File Formats
• Import: Exposure supports a variety of file types such as: RAW, TIFF, JPEG, DNG and PSD (though PSD files must be saved in Photoshop 

with the “Maximum PSD and PSB Compatibility” option turned on. BTW: PSD files come in as composites with no layers). 
• Export: Your exported photos can be saved in the JPEG, TIFF, and PSD file formats.

The Skinny
Evaluation: At first look Exposure seemed overwhelming - so many options and presets. But once I worked my way through the Exposure video 
tutorials, Exposure seemed less intimidating. I am quite impressed with all of the adjustments that you can make to your photos. Exposure’s 
Performance seem good - I didn’t notice any lagging. I also like the ability to send my photos to external editors for adjustments that aren’t available 
from within Exposure. 
Requires:  Exposure program: OS  10.10 - 10.15; An Intel Core 2 processor with SSE4 support
    Exposure plug-in: Adobe Photoshop CS6 or Adobe Photoshop CC 2015 or newer - Adobe Lightroom 6 or Adobe Lightroom CC                                                        
                                  2015 or newer
Company: Exposure Software
Price: $119
Available Trial Copy

Figure 7. You can set up different art applications (like 
Photoshop, Acorn, or Pixelmator) as “External Editors”. 
This way you can send your photo to one of them to 
edit it further or add something to it. As soon as you 
save in the External editor, all of the changes 
immediately show up in the original photo within 
Exposure (Figure 8).

Figure 8. These squiggles are a 
simplistic and highly visible example 
of modifications made using 
Photoshop, Acorn, and Pixelmator as 
Exposure’s External Editors.

https://support.exposure.software/hc/en-us/articles/360009233573-Lightroom-to-Exposure-Migration-Tool
https://support.exposure.software/hc/en-us/articles/360009233573-Lightroom-to-Exposure-Migration-Tool
https://support.exposure.software/hc/en-us/articles/360009233573-Lightroom-to-Exposure-Migration-Tool
https://support.exposure.software/hc/en-us/articles/360009233573-Lightroom-to-Exposure-Migration-Tool
https://exposure.software/tutorials/?tx_tutorial_category=exposure
https://exposure.software/tutorials/?tx_tutorial_category=exposure
https://exposure.software/tutorials/?tx_tutorial_category=exposure
https://exposure.software/tutorials/?tx_tutorial_category=exposure
https://exposure.software
https://exposure.software
https://exposure.software/trial/
https://exposure.software/trial/
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Get Backup Pro 3
by L. Davenport

It’s unavoidable - hard drives crash, a there are natural disasters, users make mistakes, a virus or malware infects your computers, or a hacker does a 
denial of service attack and locks you out of your computer. There are all sorts of problems that can cause you to lose your important documents, all 
of your family photos, etc. So what is the solution? A diligent backup program. I have read that some computer experts advocate having three 
backups - one onsite, one in the cloud, and a one stored away in a safety deposit box. The number of backups that you make is a personal choice. 
But whether it’s one or three - you need to have a backup regime.

Get Backup Pro is a full featured backup program that should cover all of your backup needs. It is also a good addition to Time Machine since it 
has extra features that Time machine does not have.

The Get Backup Pro application allows you to back up files and folders in the original or compressed format and then restore them back. It can 
synchronize the content between folders keeping the most recent versions of files. It can backup to external devices and drives or to network volumes 
that can be auto-mounted. It can also create a bootable clone of a volume of a internal or external drive. Tasks can be run manually or automatically 
according to a schedule. 

Interface
The Get Backup Pro window is divided into several parts (Figure 1). In the upper left corner are four buttons/tabs. These are for: Backup, 

Archive, Clone, and Synchronize.
Under those is the “List of Projects” area. In other words, every backup or synchronize project that you make is listed there. For example:

•  I have three projects to backup my Mail and Safari folders. One to backup up every day a second to back up every week and a third to backup 
monthly (yeah I know - overkill). This way if my Mail folder somehow gets corrupted and it was already backed up with the daily backup, I can 
revert to the weekly backup, etc. It won’t have the last few days worth of emails, but it would have all of the rest. 

• I created backup projects for each of my hard drives since I have important documents, etc. on those drives. I also made backups for my clipart 
library, music library, etc. 
You might say - “Isn’t that a lot of bother?” Not really. Once I set up my backup projects, I assign a time for Get Backup Pro to automatically 

back each one up. After that - out of sight out of mind. I don’t worry about it.

Figure 1. This is Get Backup’s main window with the “Synchronizing” tab selected. It shows nine scheduled backups. The 
arrow at the center top shows that the Clipart backup is a one way synchronize from the original to the backup location.
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Backup Types
• Backups: A backup places copies of files in another location 

preserving the original formats of these files.
- Full Backups: A full backup contains copies of all files and folders 

listed in the backup project. The archives can either be full-sized or 
you enable the compression feature and the archive can be smaller.

- Incremental backups: This will backup only the files that have 
changed since the last full or incremental backup. The Full and all 
of the Incremental archives need to be present to restore your files.

- Versioned backups: This will make a completely new backup of all 
your files which will sit along side the previous backup. Only the last 
version is needed to restore your files. But keeping the previous 
version lets you retrieve earlier copies of your documents.

• Archive: This stores files inside an archive. This keeps only the most 
recent version of your files. You can choose to encrypt backups and 
even set the level of encryption, from AES-128, AES-256, Blowfish, 
or Triple DES.

• Disk Cloning: This duplicates your entire volume including the 
system files. So you can boot from this duplicate drive (this works with either APFS or traditional HFS+ formats). 

• Synchronizing: Synchronization is used to ensure that the contents of two folders (whether they are on the same volume or on two different 
volumes) are the same. Synchronization updates only files that have been changed, keeping only the most recent 
versions. 

Normally when you synchronize files, it is one way - from the source to the destination. But there can be instances 
where there is a newer file on the destination folder. Get Backup Pro has this covered by offering two-way 
synchronization. This way whatever is the newest file will be copied to the opposite location. Thus both locations will be 
up-to-date.
Get Backup Pro also allows you to create scheduled backups using templates for apps like iTunes, Mail, Photos, 

Contacts and the Documents folder (Figure 3).

Disk Image Backups
You can choose to create a disk image on the selected storage device when you set up a new backup project. A disk 

image can have a file system that is different from one the physical storage has. Get Backup mounts and unmounts disk 
images automatically when it backs up or restores files. Since disk images are fully supported by macOS, you can mount 
them manually in the Finder and access your files without Get Backup.

Disk Images can be encrypted (requiring a password to open) or you can set them up with no encryption.

Burning Backups on CD, DVD or Blu-ray
Get Backup allows you to use the disc burning capabilities provided by macOS to save your backup archives directly to CD, DVD or Blu-ray 

discs (Figure 2). Either incremental or full backups can be saved to these disk.

The Skinny
Evaluation: Get Backup is very simple to use. After picking the type of backup that you want it to perform, all you have to do is drag the folders, etc. 
that you want backed up onto the Get Backup Pro window. Being able to backup, synchronize and clone volumes makes Get Backup Pro a handy 
tool to have. I did have a couple of “glitches” with Get Backup Pro, but the tech support is helping me fix these. If you are interested, I suggest that 
you download the trial copy to see if it does what you want before purchasing it.
Requires: 10.10 - 10.15
Company: BeLight Software
Price: $19.99
Available Trial copy

Figure 2. Your backups aren’t confined to hard drives, you can also 
backup to multiple CD, DVD or Blu-ray discs.

Figure 3. There are 
templates that you can 
use to quickly add 
commonly backed up 
Apps and folders to 
your backup projects.

https://www.belightsoft.com
https://www.belightsoft.com
https://www.belightsoft.com/products/getbackup/downloads
https://www.belightsoft.com/products/getbackup/downloads
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Prizmo Pro 4
by L. Davenport

Prizmo is a software package that turns your iPhone or your digital camera into a scanner. On top of that, it has tools that let you straighten 
pictures taken at an angle, and it has OCR (Optical Character Recognition) tools to convert your photographed or scanned images of text into 
editable text that can be manipulated with any word processor. Since Prizmo automatically spellchecks your processed words, you are quickly alerted 
to anything that Prizmo may have miss-read. This lets you go back and increase the Readability and Resolution of the scanned document and then 
re-process it. If it is only a few words, you can manually type in the correct spelling before exporting the document.

When you first open a photo or scanned image, you need to specify which type of document you will be working on e.g. a text document, an 
image file, or a business card. This is 
accomplished by clicking on one of the 
three buttons sitting at the top left 
corner of the Prizmo window (Figure 1 
& 7). The available tools change 
depending on which you choose.

Input devices
Prizmo will capture/import images 

from most cameras and scanners, from 
an image library like Apple’s Photos 
library, from a file residing on the 
computer, or from anything visible on 
the computer screen. 

Camera Calibration
Taking a photo with a camera could 

result in lens distortions. So Prizmo lets 
you choose the best calibration model 
for your camera which helps 
compensate for the optical distortion. If 
your camera isn’t listed, you can create a 
calibration model for your camera. 
Once your camera has been calibrated, 
Prizmo can adjust the lens distortion on your images.

Curved pages
In addition to lens distortion, the curvature of the page (like from a book or magazine) could 

also cause trouble with the OCR process. Words near the binding are warped, and the lines appear 
more like curves than straight lines. So Prizmo lets you make a selection box that conforms to the 
shape of the page to counteract the page’s curvature (Figure 4).

Image quality
One of the things that can hamper the OCR process is the over-all quality of the 

photographed/scanned page. So you can use the Image Processing tools to adjust the brightness, 
sharpness, contrast, and saturation of your image to improve the OCR process. If you try to 
process a screenshot, Prizmo automatically knows that screenshots are usually 72 dpi which isn’t 
very good resolution for OCR processing. So Prizmo gives you the ability to increase the resolution 
with a single click of a button.

Snap Text From Screen
Prizmo will capture anything visible on the screen (including web pages). It will OCR process it 

Figure 1. When you press the “Recognize” button, this window pops up. Notice that it has boxes 
surrounding all of the text.  The contents of these boxes are displayed to the right. If you are satisfied 
with the OCR results - click the “Export” button. 

Figure 2. The document (from the previous 
screenshot) was exported as a PDF (to 
preserve its formatting). Notice that all of 
the text is selectable and can be searched or 
copied-and-pasted into another document.
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and send it to the clipboard. It is now ready to be pasted into a word processor or other program that accepts text. 
  Have there been instances where you wanted to capture the text from a Mac App Store page? Couldn’t do it could 
you? The text is not copyable by dragging over the text and doing a copy/paste. But now with Prizmo, it can be 
done. When you install Prizmo, a small icon appears on the Finder menubar. When you click on it, you are 
instructed to: “Draw a rectangle around the text to copy the text to the clipboard.” I tried this and sure-enough, it 
worked. I had editable text that I could paste into a word processor. Great! This could also be used when there is a 

PDF document that has restricted 
access or no copying allowed. Now 
you can copy it too. [A little legalese 
here: I am not advocating copying from 
a web page, protected document, etc. 
since this may be a copyright 
infringement. I am just telling you what 
Prizmo can do.]

Translation Languages
 Prizmo supports 59 translation 
languages that can be downloaded 
and installed. The “OCR Language” 
button lets you specify which language 
is being scanned and processed and the 
Translate button lets you choose which 
language to translate it into (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Prizmo can translate foreign languages within your documents. This example shows a screenshot of several paragraphs of French 
being translated into English. Notice - not one OCR or translation error.

Figure 4. Curved pages are difficult to OCR process. So Prizmo gives you tools to outline the curved 
page and and then it straightens the page enough to be readable. In the screenshot on the right, 
Prizmo  only made a few mistakes, which wasn’t bad for a warped page of text.



This is very helpful for foreign languages that have various accent marks over their letters. If 
the translation language is left set as English, Prizmo misreads these letters and says the word 
is misspelled. I tested this on a page of French text. Sure enough, in one of the instances, it 
guessed the number 6 rather than an é. But when I chose French as the language, the proper 
é showed up and it was no longer flagged as misspelled.

Text-To-Speech
If you select some of the processed text and click the 

“Speak” button, Prizmo will read the text aloud to you 
using your chosen voice. Over 90 male and female voices 
in 26 languages (and their local variants) are available as 
free downloads from the System Preferences> Speech 
pane on your Mac. With my French test document, I 
choose a Canadian Female to read it. She sounded pretty 
good. BTW: You can also slow down or speed up the 
rate of speaking.

Tethering
In addition to bringing in (previously taken) photos 

directly from your camera, Prizmo also lets you tether your camera to your Mac - provided your camera (like the Nikon or Canon DSLRs ) allows 
tethering. With Full tethering (after attaching camera to your computer using a cable) the camera isn’t touched. Prizmo (with your prompting) tells 
your camera when to take the picture. Afterward the photo is automatically imported into Prizmo. With half tethering, you take the picture (by 
manually clicking the camera’s button) and the photo automatically shows up in Prizmo’s Document window. 

Continuity Camera & Handoff
The Mojave or newer Systems have support for the Continuity Camera and Handoff. So Prizmo lets you use your iPhone as a capture device 

which gives you an additional capture option. Just click the "Shoot with iPhone" button in a Prizmo document (or the + button). That will wake up 
your iPhone in camera mode, and the newly shot image will be automatically added to the Prizmo document on your Mac. The Continuity 
Camera requires macOS 10.14 (or higher) and iOS 12 (or higher). Devices must be logged into the same iCloud account, and they should be on 
the same Wi-Fi network.

Perspective correction - When you are taking photos (whether it is of a document or a sign on the street) there is a likelihood 
that you won’t be taking the photo straight-on, thus the perspective might be off. For example: Once in a while I will go to a museum 
or an art gallery where I like to take photos of paintings (where permissible). Problem is, most times you get a bounce back from the lighting if you 
take the photo straight-on. So a lot of times I have to take it at an angle-not my preference, but at least I have the photo of the painting without the 
bounce-back. But I don’t have to worry about that any more. I can simply use Prizmo to straighten these photos when I go home (Figure 6). This 
also holds true with photos of documents. You 
can now straighten the document’s perspective 
before running the OCR tools on it (Figure 4).

Export options: 
• Image documents can be saved as a JPG, 

PNG, or TIFF files.
• Text files can be saved as: RTF, or TXT, 

PDF (Text), or PDF (Image + Searchable 
Text).

• Prizmo can also export to Mail or to Cloud 
Services such as: Apple's iCloud (for sharing 
editable documents across all your Macs, 
iPhones and iPads), Evernote, Box.net, 
Dropbox (requires the Dropbox app to be 
installed), Google Drive (requires the Google 
Drive app to be installed), or WebDav.
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Figure 5 . Prizmo installs two Extensions: “Crop & Clean UP” and “Recognize 
Text”. These can be accessed via the Apple’s Extensions button located at the upper 
right corner of your photos. The right image shows the Prizmo window and tools 
within Mail. I was able to use Prizmo to crop the image before mailing it.

Figure 6. Prizmo can correct the perspective of photos.
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Business Cards can be added as a contact in Address Book or saved as vCard file that you can send to 

others.
FYI: Prizmo is very good at converting pictures of text to actual text. But no OCR program is 100% 

accurate. The number of errors that are encountered within Prizmo is related to the input picture quality, 
and to the font used for printing the document. Misspellings are underlined in red so you can edit the text 
and correct mistakes very easily within Prizmo.

Handoff
Prizmo supports Handoff and allows continuous editing of Prizmo documents across Mac, iPhone, and 

iPad.
iCloud documents are immediately sent to all of your devices. With Handoff, any open document on 

your iPhone or iPad is made available on your nearby Mac for further editing.
Thanks to iCloud and Handoff, Prizmo makes a perfect match with the iPhone/iPad version of Prizmo.

Extensions (these offer Prizmo's capabilities throughout macOS)
• Image Cleanup Extension: Prizmo image cropping and cleanup capabilities are now available in other 

programs as an image editing extension. 
• OCR Extension: Prizmo OCR feature is now made available throughout macOS, as an extension. 

Textual contents can be retrieved from any image in other apps that support extensions.
Extensions are easily accessed. Example: Open Mail, add a photo or image, click the extension button (upper right corner of the image), and 

choose "Crop & Clean Up" (Figure 5 left image). This way you can use Prizmo cropping and background cleanup tools all without leaving your 
email message.

Pro Pack (a separate add-on purchase)
• Batch processing - If you only process a few images at a time, the standard Prizmo 4 application will suffice. But if you need to process a lot of 

files, you should look into purchasing Prizmo’s Pro Pack. It will let you batch process your documents.
• Automator actions -  you can create a folder action for automatically performing OCR in a specific folder.
• Custom Scripts - Prizmo can be integrated easily in enterprise workflows using custom Unix scripts and AppleScripts.
• Neural Network-Based Translation: This is available in 22 languages for a more accurate translation.

Practical use
OCR & Translation: Say you just purchased a piece of furniture that has hundreds of parts that need to be put together. No problem, there’s a 

paper manual. OOPS! It’s in Chinese. What to do? Simply take pictures or scan the pages, bring them into Prizmo, use its OCR on the pages and 
then have it translated into English. Done!

Perspective fix: You just got back from a art gallery where you took tons of pictures of the paintings. Only to discover that instead of being 
rectangles they are trapezoids, e.g. their perspective is off. Simply bring the photos in to Prizmo and use its Perspective tools to straighten the 
paintings.

The Skinny
Evaluation: If your camera or scanner takes a clear enough picture where the letters are readable (or can be made readable by Prizmo’s tools), Prizmo 
will successfully convert your photos and scans of text into editable text.
I suggest you download the demo to see if all of Prizmo’s features work with your Mac or Camera. For example: I could bring in the photos from 
my camera for processing, but the Tethering feature didn’t work with my cheap-o digital cameras. If this is a high priority for you, you should 
try-before-you-buy to see if it works properly with your camera.
Requires: OS X 10.10 - 10.15
Company: Creaceed
Price:
   Creaceed               Mac App Store
Prizmo:            $49.99             $49.99
Prizmo & Pro Pack:  $74.99                       $75.98  (with a $24.95 In-App purchase)
Available Trial Copy (for both the Prizmo  and Prizmo Pro Pack versions)

Figure 7. There are three buttons at 
the top of the Prizmo window that 
let you specify if working on Text, 
an Image, or a Business card.

https://creaceed.com/iprizmo
https://creaceed.com/iprizmo
http://www.creaceed.com/prizmo
http://www.creaceed.com/prizmo
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GetBullets
by L. Davenport

Polaric’s GetBullets plug-in adds 30 Bullet Point and Title templates to Final Cut Pro X (Figure 2). They are designed to highlight and organize 
your information in an easy to read format.  

Bullet Types
The titles are grouped into: Compare, Modern, and Theme categories. Bullet points are not the only thing that can sit off to the left of these list 

item. There are lists that start with numbers, times of the day, dates, “+” and “-” (for pros & con lists), ☑ (checkboxes)︎, etc. There’s enough options 
to fill most user’s needs.

Animation
Each of the bullet lists are fully 

animated, so they are slowly 
revealed on the video and then are  
slowly removed. If you look 
closely in Figure 1, you will see 
that the “Angled” bullet list is only 
part way through its animation.

Tools
• There is a “Background Shape” 

tool that places an animated  
colored rectangle on top of 
your video. It gives your bullet 
list something to sit on top of.

• Blur: As its name implies, it will 
blur your underlying video 
making the bullet list stand out.

• Color: This adds a colored: square, circle, rectangle, etc that fades in 
and out on top of your video.

• Pro & Con Outline: This gives you the Pro/Con Titles but leaves the 
rest blank so you can add bullet points gleaned from the other 
templates. This way you can make your own custom look.

Parameters
Each of the templates comes with a set of parameters that you can use 

to tweak the look of the bullet list. You can change the color of the title 
box and bullets, change its font and formatting, rotate and scale the 
bullet list, give it a drop-shadow, and set the number of bullet lines. 

The Skinny
Evaluation: I like the wide variety of bullet lists. They are easy to apply 
and add some flair to your videos.
Requires: macOS X 10.12.4 - 10.15; (free) FxFactory 7.0; Final Cut 
Pro 10.4 or higher
Company: Polaric
Price: $59
Available Trial copy

Figure 1. You can see that this bullet list is only part way through its animation.

Figure 2. The GetBullets plug-in comes with a wide variety of 
animated bullets and titles.

https://www.polaricfx.com/home
https://www.polaricfx.com/home
https://www.polaricfx.com/getbullets
https://www.polaricfx.com/getbullets
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Make It Easier To See Your Cursor And Clicks On Your Mac
This is a video transcript. Either read the transcript or click on the title to take you to the video.
So I'm often asked about how I get my cursor to be more visible on the screen and to show mouse clicks in my videos. Even if you don't to 

tutorials, like I do, but do live presentations it's a good idea to make the cursor more noticeable so people can see where it is and also to show on the 
screen when you click the mouse. It's also handy, sometimes, to have key presses shown on the screen as well. Let's take a look at a variety of different 
ways to do this.

First let's look at something you can do without adding 
any additional software. If you go into System Preferences 
and then to Accessibility look for Display. Now you 
would think that you would go to Pointer Control to 
change the size of the cursor. But actually under Display 
there's a Tab here for Cursor and you could increase the 
cursor size. You can see how much larger I can make it. 
This alone makes the cursor so much more visible for 
presentations. But also just for using it yourself if you find 
the normal size sometimes gets lost.

Now if you need to show clicks while screen recording 
you can do this using the default screen recording built into 
your Mac. Use Shift Command 5 and then switch to Record Entire Screen or Record 
Selected Portion. Then click Options and make sure you have Show Mouse Clicks selected. 
Now when you record mouse clicks will show up. I'm going to click in a couple of different 
locations here. You don't see it while you're recording. But when I stop recording and then 
look at the result here you'll see those clicks. They appear as circles whenever you click.

So next let's look at some third party apps that add a lot of functionality. One that's 
been around for a long time from a well known Mac developer is Mousepose by Boinx 
Software. So this is a subscription for $10 a year. It does have a free trial. So once you've 
granted it the proper permissions you could do a whole bunch of different things here. 
For instance the default, when activated, is to actually highlight the area and dim 
everything else. You can control the circle radius, the blur, the opacity, and how it 
animates when you turn it on and off. Then you can record a shortcut so that you can 
turn it on when you need and turn it off when you don't. You can also go in and do 
things with different mouse clicks as well. So you can activate this and every time I click 
you can will get a little red dot. I can customize that to look all sorts of different ways.

Mousepose also will show key strokes on the screen. So when you do something like I 
can hold the Shift key down there, for instance, the Command key and you can 
see those. Press the spacebar and you can that. So it's really useful for live 
presentations getting all that information up there on the screen.

Now if you want to go with an app that's in the Mac App Store you can look 
for Presentation Assistant. It costs $3.00. So when you run it you can see here I 
get a highlight around the cursor. You can change that by going to Mouse 
Pointer here. You can change it to Ring, Spotlight which dims the rest of the 
screen, or disk which doesn't. You can change the size for any of these, and the 
opacity, blur, the color. You can record a shortcut to turn this on. For mouse 
clicks you can also set some things like, you know, exactly what color is used 
here for the click. You can see it's a nice circle effect when I click on the screen. 
You can even have a different color for a two finger or right click on a mouse. 
You can easily control it up here to turn it on or off.

Gary Rosenzweig’s Tips

https://macmost.com/make-it-easier-to-see-your-cursor-and-clicks-on-your-mac.html
https://macmost.com/make-it-easier-to-see-your-cursor-and-clicks-on-your-mac.html
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So I know I'm going to be asked what I actually do. How do I get my cursor movements, clicks, and key presses shown in my videos. Well, 

actually I don't use any of those techniques. Instead I use professional screen recording software, ScreenFlow, to record everything. When it does it 
records everything just as I see it. But it remembers the position of the cursor. It remembers all the clicks and all the key presses. So in editing I can 

change those. So, for instance,  here's the screen recording. I can flip through that and maybe you can see the cursor there. It's pretty small because 
it's the regular size. But I can go and change the pointer zoom and actually make the cursor bigger. So now you could see it's the same recording but 
the cursor size is different. So I have control over that in editing, not while recording. I can also change the click effect, to say a radar effect, and you 
could see the clicks there. Or inverting the cursor. I can also change to have an attention effect here. So here's a circle, basically, that follows the 
cursor. I could change all sorts of things about that. I can show keystrokes so that here's some keystrokes and you would see the keys there pressed at 
the bottom of the screen. You could even add a sound for each click. So a lot that you can do if using professional screen recording software. Even 
some inexpensive screen recording software will allow you to do various different things with the cursor.

The big advantage to this is that the recording is actually of the screen. Exactly as I see it. I can alter all of this while editing. In fact I can even have 
it change different parts. So some parts I can have clicks shown and other parts maybe not. Some parts can have key presses shown and other parts 
not. Nothing is permanently imbedded in the screen recording. It's only when I export that it's actually printed onto the video.

These aren't the only ways to do this. You'll find more apps in and out of the Mac App Store. You'll find different options in different screen 
recording software. Of course if you're doing screen recording and editing your video afterwards you can use all sorts of different techniques for 
highlighting things on the screen including where the cursor is located and what you're clicking on.

Printable Mac Keyboard Shortcut Page For macOS Catalina
macOS Catalina Power User Keyboard Shortcuts
There are hundreds of keyboard shortcuts for Mac users. There are Mission Control shortcuts, Finder shortcuts, 

system shortcuts, application shortcuts and more. Many you can find by just looking through the menu bar for that 
application. You can find system ones by looking in the System Preferences under Keyboard.

But some keyboard shortcuts are more useful than others. And some are harder to remember than others.
So MacMost has compiled a list of our top “power user” keyboard shortcuts for macOS 10.15 (Catalina). Here 

they all are on a single PDF page, downloadable and printable: The MacMost macOS Catalina Power User 
Keyboard Shortcuts. Download it and pass it along!

Reprinted with permission from Gary Rosenzweig - Creator and author of the MacMost web site.

https://macmost.com/downloads/MacMostKeyboardShortcutsCatalina.pdf
https://macmost.com/downloads/MacMostKeyboardShortcutsCatalina.pdf
https://macmost.com/downloads/MacMostKeyboardShortcutsCatalina.pdf
https://macmost.com/downloads/MacMostKeyboardShortcutsCatalina.pdf
https://macmost.com
https://macmost.com
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The 2020 MacBook Air’s FaceTime HD Camera Is Still Lousy -- Joanna Stern took the 2020 MacBook Air webcam for a spin, comparing it to 
other popular laptop webcams and a 2010 MacBook Pro, and found that, while they’re all terrible in comparison with an iPhone 11, Apple’s laptop 
webcams haven’t improved much in the past decade.

Stuck at Home with Slow Internet, Rural Communities Turn to Mesh Networks
by JOSH CENTERS 

Millions of Americans are stuck at home, having to adapt to working, 
communicating, and shopping remotely. Unfortunately, many rural communities 
have subpar connectivity. That’s why residents in Clatskanie, Oregon, are turning 
to a company called Althea, which makes wireless mesh-networking hardware to 
provide community-wide wireless Internet access.

Althea community organizers set up access to a “backhaul,” a connection to the 
Internet’s backbone. Participating residents then install antennas on their houses to 
receive and optionally relay the signal to other homes. Here’s the twist: relayers are 
compensated in cryptocurrency, either Ethereum or Dai.

Community mesh networking isn’t a new idea, but the COVID-19 pandemic 
could help make it a more realistic possibility for rural communities around the 
world.

How Many Spaces at the End of a Sentence? Microsoft Weighs In
by ADAM ENGST 

How many spaces should you insert after a period? (One!) It’s a debate that has raged for ages, with some advocating for one (Our preference!), 
two, and if you go back far enough, even three spaces. There’s no consensus on why the number of spaces after a sentence matters—it seems merely 
to be a typographic style that has changed over the years. But for at least the last few decades, a single space after a period has become the norm (Yay!). 
Now Microsoft is weighing in on the debate, setting future versions of Microsoft Word to mark two spaces after a period as an error (Finally!). 
The company has been testing this feature for a while already and has received overwhelmingly positive feedback. But if you’re still in the two-space 
camp, you’ll be able to turn off the suggestion. And regardless, I recommend reading the comments for a lot more background and opinion (in both 
directions).

The “Sleazy” Method That Gave the Apple II Color
by JOSH CENTERS

Al Alcorn, the creator of Pong and the man who gave Steve Jobs his big break in tech, did a fascinating interview with IEEE Spectrum on how 
he added color to Pong. Alcorn paid his way through college as a TV repairman. While repairing TVs, he discovered a color bar generator that used 
a “sleazy” method to generate color. Instead of synthesizing phases to generate colors properly, it used a crystal that took advantage of a quirk in 
NTSC to produce a color bar across the screen. Alcorn later adapted this to Pong to reduce hardware costs—these were the days when the “code” for 
the game was all hardware. It was a rudimentary system since individual onscreen elements couldn’t be colored—the color of each item depended on 
its place on the screen. Later, Alcorn showed the technique to Steve Wozniak, who would hang out with Jobs while he was working the night shift at 
Atari. Wozniak adapted it for the Apple II, and the rest is history.

Tidbits
[Click on the blue titles to read the whole story]

Reuse governed by Creative Commons license. TidBITS has offered years of thoughtful commentary on Apple and Internet topics. For 
free email subscriptions and access to the entire TidBITS archive, visit www.tidbits.com.

https://tidbits.com/2020/04/08/the-2020-macbook-airs-facetime-hd-camera-is-still-lousy/
https://tidbits.com/2020/04/08/the-2020-macbook-airs-facetime-hd-camera-is-still-lousy/
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/coronavirus-fuels-p2p-connectivity-crypto-driven-meshnet-gives-rural-towns-internet.html#Echobox=1585983844
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/coronavirus-fuels-p2p-connectivity-crypto-driven-meshnet-gives-rural-towns-internet.html#Echobox=1585983844
https://althea.net/
https://althea.net/
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/Althea.png
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2020/04/Althea.png
https://ethereum.org/
https://ethereum.org/
https://makerdao.com/
https://makerdao.com/
https://www.theverge.com/2020/4/24/21234170/microsoft-word-two-spaces-period-error-correction-great-space-debate
https://www.theverge.com/2020/4/24/21234170/microsoft-word-two-spaces-period-error-correction-great-space-debate
https://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/tech-history/silicon-revolution/al-alcorn-creator-of-pong-explains-how-early-home-computers-owe-their-color-to-this-one-cheap-sleazy-trick
https://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/tech-history/silicon-revolution/al-alcorn-creator-of-pong-explains-how-early-home-computers-owe-their-color-to-this-one-cheap-sleazy-trick
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Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the 
bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues 
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for 
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

 JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00  APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00
 JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00  OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00

Please Print Clearly!     Today’s Date 

Name
 Street Address

 City/State/ZIP
 Home Telephone

 E-mail Address
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

Make your check payable to:  SMMUG  
Then mail or give this form and your check to:

SMMUG, Inc.    
2100 Wood Avenue
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718 

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________

Don’t make an online account for me. 
I do not want one or I already have 

Business Telephone 

About Us

The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping 
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.

Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second 
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where 
our collective expertise can help answer your questions. 

All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can 
participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Officer Elections. No corporate 
memberships are granted.

Our officers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings.

http://www.smmug.org
http://www.smmug.org

